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KEIK Obstacle Departure Procedure (ODP)  

AIM 5-2-9 (c). Pilots operating under FAR  91 are strongly encouraged to file 
and fly a DP at night, during marginal Visual Meteorological Conditions (VMC) 
and Instrument Meteorological Conditions (IMC), when one is available.  

ODPs are listed in the Takeoff Minimums and Obstacle Departure Procedures 
section of the Terminal Procedures Publication (TPP). (If using ForeFlight, 
information can be found under AIRPORT -> INFO -> PROCEDURES -> 
DEPARTURE -> TAKEOFF MINIMUMS)  The ‘T” on KEIK’s instrument 
approach plate indicates that KEIK has take-off minimums or a departure 
procedure. 

 

*The standard minimum climb gradient for departure is 200 feet per nautical 
mile (FPNM), climbing to 400 feet above the departure end of runway 
elevation before making the initial turn.  

For departures out of KEIK from Runway 33, use the standard minimum climb 
gradient of 200 FPNM. However, if departing from Runway 15, per the ODP, 
the climb gradient must be increased to 270 FPNM to 5700 ft. 

To convert from  FPNM to FPM you can reference the Climb/Descent Table 
found in the TPP or you can use the following formula:  

FT   x  NM  =   FT    270 FT  x  1.5 N.M  =  405 FT 
  NM     Min        Min 1 NM        1 Min          1 Min 

* Assuming a ground speed of 90kts per hour =  1.5 n.m. per min 

 

ODPs do NOT take into consideration the performance of the aircraft. 
Reference the POH to determine the rate of climb for a given altitude corrected 
for pressure and temperature variations (density altitude). 

Cardinal 1974 (IAS 91mph  ~80kts) (80 IAS @ 5000ft  ~90 TAS & 90 GS no wind)      
Notes: Decease  R.O.C. - 30fpm for each 10o F above standard temp for a given altitude 
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After departing KEIK fly direct to the BJC VOR. If your desired course 
thereafter is within the area defined in red (R-340 CW R-150) proceed on 
course while climbing to the altitude assigned in the clearance.  
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If your desired course thereafter is NOT with the area defined in red (R-340 
CW R-150) then the ODP instructs the pilot to climb in a holding pattern.  

 

 A holding pattern is a predetermined maneuver designed to keep an aircraft 

within a specified airspace. Basic elements of a holding pattern include: 

- The holding fix ( VOR, NDB, OM, Intersection, DME) 
- Line of position ( radial or bearing) 203o inbound 
- Direction from the fix ( N, NE, E, SE, S, SW, W, NW) 
- Direction of turns (Standard - right, Non-standard - left) 
- The inbound leg in min or NM (At or below 14,000ft – 1 min)  
- Holding Alt & AS (Climbing to 13,300ft ) 
- Expect-Further-Clearance time (EFC) if applicable 

KEIK’s ODP includes a non-standard holding pattern not depicted on the 
chart. To illustrate the hold:  

- Draw the four cardinal directions with North at the top.  
- Then sketch the fix in the center.  
- Draw a line from the fix to the cardinal direction described in the 

holding clearance.  
- Then place an arrow on it that points towards the fix.  
- Draw the direction of turns at the fix.  
- Note any other details (Leg length or Time, Alt, AS, EFC, Airway or 

Radial, current position relative to fix). 
- Anticipate the entry procedure.  
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Holding Pattern Entry (non-standard left turns) 

 Parallel Procedure. When approaching from sector (blue), turn to a heading 

to parallel the holding course outbound on the nonholding side for one minute, 

turn in the direction of the holding pattern through more than 180 degrees, and 

return to the holding fix or intercept the holding course inbound.  

 Teardrop Procedure. When approaching from sector (green), fly to the fix, 

turn outbound to a heading for a 30o teardrop entry within the pattern (on the 

holding side) for a period of one minute, then turn in the direction of the 

holding pattern to intercept the inbound holding course.                     

 Direct Entry Procedure. When approaching from sector ( ), fly orange

directly to the fix and turn to follow the holding pattern.  

 

 

After departing KEIK fly direct to the BJC VOR. This will require a SW 
heading of approximately 203o  + or – 10o.  The holding instructions within the 
ODP direct the aircraft to hold NE of BJC using non-standard left hand turns, 
on 203° inbound to BJC (023o radial from the station)  

*Rule of thumb for non-standard pattern: While referencing the DG, deternime 
what quadrent the outboud course is within. Although the inbound course to 
BJC is 203o, the outbound course or radial from the station is 023o. 023o is 
within the orange section which dictates a direct entry to the holding pattern.  
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Blind flight (IFR) was predicated on the advent of navigational aids, and communication networks to help guide the blind from Take-off to Landing. 

An invisiable structure was build on top of these navigation aids to ensure guidance to the destination, as well as obstical and terain clearance. Departure procedures 
were established to guide an aircraft from the ground to the enroute structure avoiding obsticals and terrain.  There are two main types of Departure Procedures (DPs): 

- Obstacle Departure Procedures(ODPs) 
- Standard Instrument Departures (SIDs) 

Standard terminal arrival route or standard terminal arrival (STAR) were developed to facilitate transition between the enroute structer and an instrument approach 
procedure. An instrument approach procedure (IAP) transfers an aircraft from the beginning of the initial approach to a landing or to a point from which a landing may 
be made visually

 


